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Tatiana Tambouratzis and Nikos Hatzithimiou

Side-Channel Analysis and Machine Learning: A Practical Perspective [#0702] .......... 4095
Stjepan Picek, Annelie Heuser, Alan Jovic, Simone A. Ludwig, Sylvain Guilley, Domagoj Jakobovic and Nele Mentens
Session Clustering 2  
Room: Parallel 2 (Room #1+13+14)  
4:40 pm - 6:20 pm  
Session Chair: Nistor Grozavu

**Signal-Based Autonomous Clustering for Relational Data [#0664]** .................................................. 4103  
Parisa Rastin, Basarab Matei, Guénaël Cabanes and Ibtissame El Baghdadi

**Collaborative Clustering between Different Topological Partitions [#0674]** .......................... 4111  
Antoine Lachaud, Nistor Grozavu, Basarab Matei and Younès Bennani

**Integrating Distance Metric Learning and Cluster-Level Constraints in Semi-Supervised Clustering [#0718]** ................................................................. 4118  
Bruno Magalhães Nogueira, Yuri Karan Benevides Tomas and Ricardo Marcondes Marcacini

**Analysis of the Influence of Diversity in Collaborative and Multi-View Clustering [#0008]** .. 4126  
Jérémie Sublime, Basarab Matei and Pierre-Alexandre Murena

**Improving Load Forecasting based on Deep Learning and K-Shape Clustering [#0052]** ..... 4134  
Fateme Fahiman, Sarah M. Erfani, Sutharshan Rajasegarar, Marimuthu Palaniswami and Christopher Leckie

Session Robotics  
Room: Parallel 3 (Room #2+11+12)  
4:40 pm - 6:20 pm  
Session Chair: Chelsea Sabo

**Transfer Learning of Shared Latent Spaces between Robots with Similar Kinematic Structure [#0853]** ................................................................. 4142  
Brian Delhaisse, Domingo Esteban, Leonel Rozo and Darwin Caldwell

**Learning Multisensory Neural Controllers for Robot Arm Tracking [#0890]** .......................... 4150  
Lakshitha P. Wijesinghe, Marco Antonelli, Jochen Triesch and Bertram E. Shi

**Multi-Robot Cooperative Planning by Consensus Q-Learning [#0910]** ................................. 4158  
Arup Kumar Sadhu, Amit Konar, Bonny Banerjee and Atulya K. Nagar

**Nonlinearly-Activated Noise-Tolerant Zeroing Neural Network for Distributed Motion Planning of Multiple Robot Arms [#0436]** .................................................. 4165  
Long Jin, Shuai Li, Xin Luo and Ming-sheng Shang

**An Inexpensive Flying Robot Design for Embodied Robotics Research [#0683]** ................. 4171  
Chelsea Sabo, Esin Yavuz, Alex Cope, Kevin Gurney, Eleni Vasilaki, Thomas Nowotny and James A.R. Marshall
Session Image Analysis
Room: Parallel 4 (Room #3+10+9)
4:40 pm - 6:20 pm
Session Chair: Alex Hocking (tentative)

Mining Hubble Space Telescope Images [#0130] ................................................................. 4179
Alex Hocking, Yi Sun, James E. Geach and Neil Davey

Image Completion with Global Structure and Weighted Nuclear Norm Regularization [#0200] ................................................................. 4187
Mingli Zhang and Christian Desrosiers

Two-Dimensional Spectral Image Calibration based on Feed-Forward Neural Network [#0333] .............................................................................. 4194
Mingze Li, Hasitieer Haerken, Ping Guo, Fuqing Duan, Qian Yin and Xin Zheng

Genetic Algorithm-Based Optimization of ELM for On-Line Hyperspectral Image Classification [#0595] ................................................................. 4202
J. Echanobe, I. Del Campo, Victoria Martinez and K. Basterretxea

Restricted Exhaustive Search for Frequency Band Selection in Motor Imagery Classification [#0756] ................................................................. 4208
Paul Bustios and João Luís Rosa

Session Reinforcement Learning and Control
Room: Parallel 5 (Room #4+7+8)
4:40 pm - 6:20 pm
Session Chair: Stephen Piche

Batch Reinforcement Learning on the Industrial Benchmark: First Experiences [#0608] ... 4214
Daniel Hein, Steffen Udluft, Michel Tokic, Alexander Hentschel, Thomas A. Runkler and Volkmar Sterzing

Time Delays in a HyperNEAT Network to Improve Gait Learning for Legged Robots [#0507] .. 4222
Oscar Silva, Pascal Sigel and María-José Escobar

Robust Optimal Control for Time-Delay Systems with Dynamic Uncertainties via ADP [#0554] ................................................................. 4229
Lu Dong, Jun Li, Wankou Yang and Changyin Sun

Active Disturbance Rejection Control based on Differential Neural Networks [#0019] ........ 4236
Iván Salgado, Manuel Mera and Isaac Chairez

Gain Confidence of a Neural Network used for Model based Control [#0232] ..................... 4244
Steve Piché and Jason Grimm
Session Prediction and Forecasting
Room: Parallel 6 (Room #5+6)
4:40 pm - 6:20 pm
Session Chair: Filippo Maria Bianchi

**Cellular Computational Generalized Neuron Network with Cooperative PSO for Power Systems [#0721]** ................................................................. 4252
Md. Ashfaqur Rahman, Yawei Wei and Ganesh Kumar Venayagamoorthy

**Solar Power Prediction using Weather Type Pair Patterns [#0748]** ................................................................. 4259
Zheng Wang, Irena Koprinska and Mashud Rana

**Local Short Term Electricity Load Forecasting: Automatic Approaches [#0758]** ............... 4267
The-Hien Dang-Ha, Filippo Maria Bianchi and Roland Olsson

**Temporal Overdrive Recurrent Neural Network [#0386]** ................................................................. 4275
Filippo Maria Bianchi, Michael Kampffmeyer, Enrico Maiorino and Robert Jenssen

**Monthly Energy Consumption Forecast: A Deep Learning Approach [#0207]** ...................... 4283
Rodrigo F. Berriel, André Teixeira Lopes, Alexandre Rodrigues, Flávio Miguel Varejão and Thiago Oliveira-Santos
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Session Self-Organization
Room: Parallel 1 (Cook)
9:20 am - 10:40 am
Session Chair: Ricardo Cerri

**A Self-Organizing Map-Based Method for Multi-Label Classification [#0427]** ...................... 4291
Gustavo G. Colombini, Iuri Bonna M. de Abreu and Ricardo Cerri

**From CPU to FPGA – Acceleration of Self-Organizing Maps for Data Mining [#0475]** ........ 4299
Jan Lachmair, Thomas Mieth, René Griessl, Jens Hagemeyer and Mario Porrmann

**Adaptive Density Estimation based on Self-Organizing Incremental Neural Network using Gaussian Process [#0772]** ......................................................... 4309
Xiaoyu Wang and Osamu Hasegawa

**Self-Organising Temporal Pooling [#0888]** ................................................................................. 4316
Daniel Slack, Brendan McCane and Alistair Knott
Session Intelligent Vehicle and Transport Systems
Room: Parallel 2 (Room #1+13+14)
9:20 am - 10:40 am
Session Chair: Yi Murphey

Neural-Based Model Predictive Control for Tackling Steering Delays of Autonomous Cars [#0227] ................................................................. 4324
Rânik Guidolini, Alberto F. De Souza, Filipe Mutz and Claudine Badue

Following the Leader using a Tracking System based on Pre-Trained Deep Neural Networks [#0825] ................................................................. 4332
Filipe Mutz, Vinicius Cardoso, Thomas Teixeira, Luan F.R. Jesus, Michael A. Golçalves, Rânik Guidolini, Josias Oliveira, Claudine Badue and Alberto F. De Souza

Unsupervised Learning for Surveillance Planning with Team of Aerial Vehicles [#0732] .... 4340
Jan Faigl and Petr Váňa

Long-Range Navigation by Path Integration and Decoding of Grid Cells in a Neural Network [#0710] ................................................................. 4348
Vegard Edvardsen

Session Attention and Emotion
Room: Parallel 3 (Room #2+11+12)
9:20 am - 10:40 am
Session Chair: Soheil Keshmiri

Designing an Adaptive Attention Mechanism for Relation Classification [#0045] ............ 4356
Pengda Qin, Weiran Xu and Jun Guo

Classification of Radiology Reports using Neural Attention Models [#0700] ............... 4363
Bonggun Shin, Falgun H. Chokshi, Timothy Lee and Jinho D. Choi

Emotional State Estimation using a Modified Gradient-Based Neural Architecture with Weighted Estimates [#0112] .............................................. 4371
Soheil Keshmiri, Hidenobu Sumioka, Junya Nakanishi and Hiroshi Ishiguro

Typicality Effect on N400 ERP in Categories Despite Differences in Semantic Processing [#0300] ................................................................. 4379
Mansoureh Fahimi Hnazaee and Marc M. Van Hulle

Session Medical and Health Applications
Room: Parallel 4 (Room #3+10+9)
9:20 am - 10:40 am
Session Chair: Danilo Mandic (tentative)

Complexity Science for Sleep Stage Classification from EEG [#0487] .......................... 4387
Takashi Nakamura, Tricia Adjei, Yousef Alqurashi, David Looney, Mary J. Morrell and Danilo P. Mandic
Temporal-Specific Roles of Fractality in EEG Signal of Alzheimer's Disease
Sou Nobukawa, Teruya Yamanishi, Haruhiko Nishimura, Yuji Wada, Mitsuru Kikuchi and Tetsuya Takahashi

Robust Greedy Deep Dictionary Learning for ECG Arrhythmia Classification
Angshul Majumdar and Rabab Ward

An Intelligent Learning-Based Watermarking Scheme for Outsourced Biomedical Time Series Data
Trung Pham Duy, Dat Tran and Wanli Ma

Session Scene Analysis
Room: Parallel 5 (Room #4+7+8)
9:20 am - 10:40 am
Session Chair: Clive Cheong Took

On Making Sense of Neural Networks in Road Analysis
Daniel Morris, Andreas Antoniades and Clive Cheong Took

Grassmann Matching Kernels for Scene Representation and Recognition
B. Raytchev, M. Koujiba, T. Tamaki and K. Kaneda

3D CNN based Phantom Object Removing from Mobile Laser Scanning Data
Balázs Nagy and Csaba Benedek

Comparison of Semantic Segmentation Approaches for Horizon/Sky Line Detection
Touqeer Ahmad, Pavel Campr, Martin Čadík and George Bebis

Session Recurrent Neural Networks
Room: Parallel 6 (Room #5+6)
9:20 am - 10:40 am
Session Chair: Stefan Oehmcke

Convolving over Time via Recurrent Connections for Sequential Weight Sharing in Neural Networks
Jason M. Allred and Kaushik Roy

Compressing Recurrent Neural Network with Tensor Train
Andros Tjandra, Sakriani Sakti and Satoshi Nakamura

Recurrent Neural Networks and Exponential PAA for Virtual Marine Sensors
Stefan Oehmcke, Oliver Zielinski and Oliver Kramer

Structural Adaptation for Sparsely Connected MLP using Newton’s Method
Parastoo Kheirkhah, Kanishka Tyagi, Son Nguyen and Michael T. Manry
Session Neurodynamics
Room: Parallel 1 (Cook)
11:00 am - 12:20 pm
Session Chair: Isaac Chairez

Global Asymptotic Stability for Matrix-Valued Recurrent Neural Networks with Time Delays [#0079] ........................................................... 4474
Călin-Adrian Popa

Connection Sparsity versus Orbit Stability in Dynamic Binary Neural Networks [#0445] .... 4482
Ryuji Sato, Shunsuke Aoki and Toshimichi Saito

A Novel Gene Network Model based on Nonlinear Dynamics of Asynchronous Cellular Automaton [#0924] .......................................................... 4488
Ryota Araki, Hiroyuki Torikai and Takuya Yoshimoto

Two-Layer Dynamic Neural Field Learning Law based on Controlled Lyapunov Functions [#0500] ................................................................. 4496
J.L. Garcia-Lopez, I. Salgado and I. Chairez

Session Machine Learning Methods applied to Medicine
Room: Parallel 2 (Room #1+13+14)
11:00 am - 12:20 pm
Session Chair: Veronica Bolon-Canedo

The Fused Lasso Penalty for Learning Interpretable Medical Scoring Systems [#0213] ..... 4504
Nataliya Sokolovska, Yann Chevaleyre, Karine Clément and Jean-Daniel Zucker

Supervised Context-Aware Non-Negative Matrix Factorization to Handle High-Dimensional High-Correlated Imbalanced Biomedical Data [#0273] ......................... 4512
Ali Braytee, Wei Liu and Paul J. Kennedy

Objective Quality Assessment of Retinal Images based on Texture Features [#0221] ........ 4520
Beatriz Remeseiro, Ana Maria Mendonça and Aurélio Campilho

Analysis and Optimization of the 13C Octanoic Acid Breath Test [#0707] ......................... 4528
Vitoantonio Bevilacqua, Marco Riezzo, Antonio Brunetti, Francesco Russo, Benedetta D’Attoma and Giuseppe Riezzo

Microcalcification Detection using Self Organizing Neuro Glia Network Classifier [#0761] ... 4534
Shems Bertegi and Kirmene Marzouki
Session Brain Imaging and Analysis
Room: Parallel 3 (Room #2+11+12)
11:00 am - 12:20 pm
Session Chair: Vasiliki-Maria Katsageorgiou

**MiPAL: Multiple-Instance Passive Aggressive Learning for Identification of Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder from fMRI [#0714]** ................................................................. 4541
Prabhash Kumarasinghe, Sundaram Suresh and Vigneshwaran Subbaraju

**Data-Driven Study of Mouse Sleep-Stages using Restricted Boltzmann Machines [#0596]** ..... 4549
Vasiliki-Maria Katsageorgiou, Matteo Zanotto, Valter Tucci, Vittorio Murino and Diego Sona

**Performance Analysis and Benchmarking of All-Spin Spiking Neural Networks [#0846]** .... 4557
Abhronil Sengupta, Aayush Ankit and Kaushik Roy

**Metastability of Cortical BOLD Signals in Maturation and Senescence [#0634]** ............... 4564
Shruti Naik, Oota Subbareddy, Arpan Banerjee, Dipanjan Roy and Raju S. Bapi

Session Health Applications
Room: Parallel 4 (Room #3+10+9)
11:00 am - 12:20 pm
Session Chair: Raka Jovanovic

**Localized Sampling for Hospital Re-Admission Prediction with Imbalanced Sample Distributions [#0828]** ................................................................. 4571
Xingquan Zhu, Jose Hurtado and Haicheng Tao

**An Algorithm for Automated Segmentation for Bleeding Detection in Endoscopic Images [#0868]** ................................................................. 4579
Eva Tuba, Milan Tuba and Raka Jovanovic

**A Method for Intelligent Support to Medical Diagnosis in Emergency Cardiac Care [#0624]** .. 4587
Luis A. Souto Maior Neto, Robson Pequeno, Carlos Almeida, Katia Galdino, Fabricia Martins and Antonio V. de Moura

**Latent Topic Ensemble Learning for Hospital Readmission Cost Reduction [#0717]** ........ 4594
Christopher Baechle, Ankur Agarwal, Ravi Behara and Xingquan Zhu

Session Feature Selection
Room: Parallel 5 (Room #4+7+8)
11:00 am - 12:20 pm
Session Chair: Ali Minai

**Feature Selection using Multiple Auto-Encoders [#0755]** .................................................. 4602
Xinyu Guo, Ali A. Minai and Long J. Lu

**A Fast Information-Theoretic Approximation of Joint Mutual Information Feature Selection [#0817]** .................................................. 4610
Heng Liu and Gregory Ditzler
Early Stabilizing Feature Importance for TensorFlow Deep Neural Networks [0110] .......... 4618
Jeff Heaton, Steven McElwee, James Fraley and James Cannady

Video-Based Face Recognition using Ensemble of Haar-Like Deep Convolutional Neural Networks [0699] .................................................................................................................................................. 4625
Mostafa Parchami, Saman Bashbaghi and Eric Granger

Session Circuits and Synchrony
Room: Parallel 6 (Room #5+6)
11:00 am - 12:20 pm
Session Chair: Jeremie Cabessa

Spatio-Temporal Pattern Recognition in Neural Circuits with Memory-Transistor-Driven Memristive Synapses [0466] .................................................................................................................................................. 4633
Kurtis D. Cantley, Robert C. Ivans, Anand Subramaniam and Eric M. Vogel

Emulation of Finite State Automata with Networks of Synfire Rings [0301] ..................... 4641
Jeremie Cabessa and Paolo Masulli

Vibrated Synchronization Features Neural Network [0591] ......................................................... 4649
Yoshitsugu Kakemoto and Shinichi Nakasuka

A Software-Equivalent SNN Hardware using RRAM-Array for Asynchronous Real-Time Learning [0897] ......................................................................................................................................... 4657
A. Shukla, V. Kumar and U. Ganguly